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PRODUCT	INFO

SPAZIO
ISLAND	COOKER	HOOD	BY	FALMEC
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SPAZIO	ISLAND	COOKER	HOOD

WHEN FORM MEETS FUNCTIONALITY
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Häfele introduces Spazio, the new cooker hood by Falmec. Designed by Francesco Lucchese, this system amplifies
the features of a suspended hood. The term ‘spazio’ refers to space in Italian and as its name suggests, this cooker
hood's versatility is a key point that has been reached by increasing available room around the hood, allowing use
on multiple levels, for a complete and dynamic experience.

The 180 cm island supporting structure is equipped with comfortable smoked glass shelves to store crockery or any
other useful object in the kitchen. The activities on the work surface are facilitated by a hanging rail for all the
accessories and by an effective LED lighting system.

Spazio is equipped with USB ports and electrical sockets to recharge your electronic devices while having them at
your fingertips and a holder to support a tablet or a book so that you can view all your recipes, online tutorials and
information from a safe position.

The hood also offers the possibility of housing a small indoor garden designed for the cultivation of aromatic plants
thanks to the presence of a light that stimulates photosynthesis, thus encouraging their growth.

Spazio is equipped with Falmec’s patented Circle.Tech technology with filter units that combine the suction with the
filtering process in a single body, which evenly distributes clean filtered air back into your kitchen without the loss of
internal temperature. The compact size and the minimum volume of Circle.Tech allows the cooker hood to have a
minimum thickness, that perfectly matches the new design trends. The kitchen space is thus optimized, while
creating a more pleasant and functional environment.

SPAZIO	ISLAND	COOKER	HOOD
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As	awarded	
by	The	
Chicago
Athenaeum:
Museum	of
Architecture
and	Design.
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DESIGN

The	Spazio Cooker	hood	is	an	
exclusive	product	with	an	
impeccably	sleek	design.	The	entire	
structure	proves	to	be	a	stand-out	
picturesque	element	which	
artistically	and	almost	naturally	
stimulates	an	open	living	setting.	A	
guaranteed	talking	point	in	your	
social	gatherings,	this	hood	exudes	
grace	and	sophistication.

In	addition	to	this,	its	surprising	
technological	innovation	grants	a	
fundamental	support	during	the	
activities	in	the	kitchen.	

ABOUT THE DESIGNER

Falmec’s Spazio Cooker	hood	
by	Häfele	changes	the	way	we	
perceive	space	in	a	kitchen	and	
has	been	designed	by	
Francesco	Lucchese.	

Francesco	Lucchese is	an	
architect	and	designer	who	has	
founded	Lucchesedesign,	
comprising	of	a	team	of	highly	
skilled	architects	and	designers,	
for	developing	Architecture	
projects,	interior	designs	and	
product	design	all	over	the	
world.	They	have	created	hotels,	
public	spaces,	showrooms	and	
exclusive	private	homes.

He	works	as	an	art	director	and	
business	consultant	for	
internationally	renowned	
companies,	and	is	also	a	
professor	at	the	Politecnico in	
Milan	where	he	teaches	design.	
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CARBON.ZEO	FILTER

The	exclusive	Carbon.Zeo combined	filter	by	Falmec in	Spazio uses	
materials	of	natural	origin	such	as	zeolite	and	activated	charcoal.

The	activated	charcoal	helps	retain	a	lot	of	substances	by	trapping	their	
molecules	and	absorbing	them	in	its	internal	structure	while	zeolite	owing	
to	its	chemical	features,	releases	heat	whenever	it	comes	into	contact	with	
moisture,	thus	reducing	it. The	use	of	zeolite	and	activated	charcoal	is	
therefore	very	important	to	reduce	odours as	well	as	to	absorb	steam	
produced	by	cooking.

The	Carbon.Zeo combined	filter	is	really	long	lasting:	the	minimum	life	
granted	is	of	3	years	(up	to	5	with	a	normal	use	of	the	hood).	In	addition	to	
that,	it	can	be	regenerated,	every	18	months,	by	placing	it	in	the	oven	at	a	
temperature	of	200° C	for	two	hours. The	filter	must	be	replaced	after	
three	years.

CIRCLE.TECH:	HOME	ATMOSPHERE	WILL	NEVER	BE	THE	SAME

Falmec presents	Circle	Tech:	a	new	range	of	cooker	hoods	with	a	
revolutionary	system	integrating	extraction	and	filtering	into	a	single	unit.	
This	allows	maximum	efficiency	whilst	not	compromising	on	the	space	in	
the	kitchen,	placing	Falmec’s cooker	hoods	at	the	forefront	of	air	
purification	technology.

The	compact	size	and	minimum	volume	of	Circle.Tech allows	the	cooker	
hood	to	have	a	minimum	thickness,	that	perfectly	matches	the	new	design	
trends.	The	kitchen	space	is	thus	optimized,	while	creating	a	more	
pleasant	and	functional	environment.

Unlike	traditional	cooker	hoods,	Falmec’s certified	and	patented	filtering	
unit- Circle.Tech develops	horizontally	rather	than	vertically.	Given	its	
circular	shape,	the	filtering	surface	reaches	the	maximum	extension,	thus	
achieving	excellent	performances	in	terms	of	the	suction	capacity,	top	
filtering	results	and	extreme	quietness.	

The	outflowing	air	is	transported	through	a	filtering	unit	surrounding	the	
motor	and	evenly	distributed.	The	balanced	distribution	of	the	outflowing	
air	back	into	the	kitchen	reduces	turbulence	and	consequently,	the	noise	
produced	by	the	operating	hood	without	any	loss	in	the	internal	ambient	
temperature.

SPAZIO	ISLAND	COOKER	HOOD



COMPONENTS

Metallic	Anti-grease	&	Carbon.Zeo Filter

Smoked	Glass	Panel

Hanging	Garden	Steel	Trays

Photosynthesis	Kit	(Plant	Growing	Kit)

Tablet	Holder

Paper	Roll	Holder

Spice	Jar	Holder

Ladle	Hanger

Power	Outlets	/	USB	Ports

Electronic	Push	Button	Panel

LED	Lighting	(3000	K)

SPAZIO	ISLAND	COOKER	HOOD
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PRODUCT	SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL	FEATURES

Technology:	Circle.Tech
Filter	Type:	Carbon.Zeo Filter	and	Metallic	Anti-grease	Filter
Maximum	Consumption:	220	W
Voltage	/	Frequency:	220-240	V	/	50-60	Hz
Motor	Speed	Settings:	4
Motor	Power:	130	W	(at	Speed	4)
Motor	Suction	Speed:	600	m3/h
Type	of	Control:	Electronic	
Noise	Level:	67	db(A)re1pW
Timer	Function:	Yes
Lighting:	LED	Strips	× 4	(3000K)
Minimum	Distance	from	Cooking	Top:	52	cm	(Electric	Hob);	65	cm	(Gas	Hob)
Gross	Weight:	78	Kg.
Net	Weight:	68	Kg.
Maximum	Overall	Weight	Carrying	Capacity:	15	Kg.
Power	Outlets:	Sockets-2;	USB	Ports-2
Smoked	Glass	Shelves
Remote	Control:	Yes	(Provided	in	Kit)
Accessories	Included	in	Kit:	Stainless	Steel	Trays	× 2	(Finish:	Painted	Black	Steel),	

Photosynthesis	Kit,	Tablet	Holder,	Paper	Roll	Holder,	Spice	Jar	
Holder,	Ladle	Hanger

SPAZIO	ISLAND	COOKER	HOOD

Article	Number:	537.81.209
Version:	Island,	180	cm
Finish:	Painted	Black	Steel

MRP	(INR):	3,49,990/-

SPAZIO	ISLAND	COOKER	HOOD
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TECHNICAL	SPECIFICATIONS

COOKER	HOOD	DIMENSIONS

Front	View Side	View

Top	View

*

*	The	Maximum	Length	can	be	1550	mm	if	installed	with	Extra-length	Extension	Rods

94
5

Extra-Length	Extension	Rods

HANGING	GARDEN	TRAY	DIMENSIONS

97

PHOTOSYNTHESIS	LIGHT	DIMENSIONS

SPAZIO	ISLAND	COOKER	HOOD
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OPERATIONS

Switch on the hood at least one minute before starting to cook to direct fumes and vapours towards the suction
surface. After cooking, leave the hood operating until complete extraction of all vapours and odours.
By means of the Timer function, it is possible to set an auto switch-off function which will allow the hood to turn off
automatically after 15 minutes of operation.

ELECTRONIC PUSH-BUTTON PANEL

Motor On / Off
Upon switching on, the speed of the motor is that which was set during the previous operation

Increase Motor Speed from 1 to 4
Speed 4 is only active for a few minutes after which Speed 3 gets activated

Reduce Motor Speed from 4 to 1
Pressing this button repeatedly reduces speed

Timer
A red LED flashes when activated. The motor switches off automatically after 15 minutes. It also
deactivates if the Timer Switch is pressed again or the Motor On/Off Switch is pressed

Light On/Off

Which Speed Setting Should be Selected ?

1st Speed:	
To	maintain	the	circulation	of	clean	air	with	low	electricity	
consumption

2nd Speed:	 During	normal	conditions	of	use

3rd Speed:	 In	presence	of	strong	odours and	vapours

4th Speed:	 For	rapid	disposal	of	odours and	vapours
Refer	Note	1

Note	1	:	Once	the	‘+’	Button	is	pressed	twice	to	attain	Speed	4,	the	LED	around	the	button	starts	flashing

RADIO CONTROL TRANSMITTER

Up
Used to switch-on the motor. Is also used to increase the speed from 1 to 4

Down
Used to switch-off the motor. Is also used to decrease the speed from 4 to 1

Timer On
The motor switches off automatically after 15 minutes. The function is automatically disabled if
the motor is switched off ( )

Light On/Off

Note	2	:	Maximum	operating	distance	is	5	metres	and	is	operated	at	433.92	MHz. The	receiver	for	the	transmitter	is	built	into	the	hood

SPAZIO	ISLAND	COOKER	HOOD

The	speeds	are	indicated	
by	the	LEDs	on	the	keys:

MOTOR SPEED SETTING



Häfele	India	Private	Limited

Office	No.	3,	Building	“A”,	BETA,	I	Think	
Techno	Campus,	Off	J.V.L.R,	Opp.	
Kanjurmarg	East,	Mumbai	– 400	042.
Phone:	022	6142	6100	| Fax:	022	6702	0531.	

New	Delhi	|	Kolkata	|	Chennai	|	Hyderabad	|	
Bangalore	|	Pune	|	Ahmedabad	|	Srilanka |	
Bangladesh	|	Nepal	|	Bhutan

Toll	Free	Customer	Care	No.:1800	266	6667
SMS	HAFELE	to	56070
info@hafeleindia.com
customercare@hafeleindia.com		

https://www.facebook.com/hafeleindia/
https://www.instagram.com/hafele_india/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hafele-india/
https://twitter.com/hafeleindia
https://www.youtube.com/c/HafeleInd

